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And if you think that things are trending that way, I would simply that this is actually an indication of WP:
Imagine what confusion would be wrought by a standard practice of multiple articles in the case of the
Oakland Raiders [ in Oakland, in Los Angeles, present back in Oakland. Because something ends up having to
be cut in order for an article to stay the size that pages are supposed to approximately be which is 60k and
more often than not it is the older information that is. And if you read my comments above you will see that I
mentioned most that are merged together are articles where the teams moved before there was a Wikipedia.
Which in the very large number of discussions I have been in involving this situation is usually explained that
people just created one article for all of their locations because of the same reason you have laid out, they are
the same franchise. And once they were that way it became hard to separate the articles into more than one
article because its easier to merge than to split. Separating the articles makes it easier to follow the transition
from location to location by keeping the majority of the information in its own encapsulated page while
having a short summary linking it to the previous incarnations. It also allows for more detail on both
incarnations which is of greater help to the reader than the help they might receive by being a single page. As
for people searching for the old team name say Vancouver Grizzlies instead of Memphis Grizzlies. I know I
personally if I am looking for the Vancouver incarnation I could care less about the Memphis incarnation. If I
wanted the information for the franchise in general I would have searched for the Memphis team and then
followed the wikilinks to the previous information if I wanted it. That is sort of the point of the wiki language.
With your Oakland Raiders situation, it is unique and would be an exception I am guessing. I personally
would probably just split out the LA time to its own article and have the Oakland time together depending on
the size of the resulting article. Sort of like there is Winnipeg Jets and Winnipeg Jets â€”96 except in their case
they were two franchises so not the same situation. My replies to your comments: If those teams, which have
existed for well over years, can exist with only one article, then I think that the Grizzlies, which have existed
for less than 20 years, can fit their history into one article as well. See my point above regarding constitutional
amendments for an illustration of how this idea comes across. Splitting an articleâ€”especially when the split
is chronological in natureâ€”would seem to be easy as pie. You just cut and paste. But merging an article,
given the issue of leads and sections on teams records, etc. And your opinion is just thatâ€”yours. Separating
the articles makes it easier to follow the transition from location to location This is completely untrue. While
yes, with wikilinks, it is relatively easy to go to another article, it is certainly not easier than if the information
is in the same article. Of course you are correct on this pointâ€”more detail is possible in a longer article. But
do you have an example of where, say, Memphis Grizzlies or New Orleans Hornets was hurting for room and
information had to be left out until the article was split? This is possibly the biggest difference between us.
You say you could not care less about the Memphis incarnation if you are looking for information about
Vancouver. But DJ, this presupposes that the person looking up the article already knows that the team has
moved. In my view, these articles are not written for "fans". We are not a fan website. We are an
encyclopedia. If we tailor our articles trying to please "fans" we lose sight of our encylopedic mission. You
say, regarding the NFL Raiders, I personally would probably just split out the LA time to its own article and
have the Oakland time together depending on the size of the resulting article. This is just my personal opinion,
but that is amazing. Thank goodness no one over at Oakland Raiders sees it that way. Well, DJ, again, I thank
you for your courteous replies. While I think your ideas are misguided, I respect you and the consistent way
you present them. Needs to be incorporated into the article. Is there a reason why this is still the case? Please
do not modify it. Subsequent comments should be made in a new section on the talk page. No further edits
should be made to this section. The result of the proposal was moved by Anthony Appleyard. The move is
inevitable, but since the page is move protected, I figure we should discuss this in lieu of an admin making an
executive decision. The name change was expected to happen for some time, and we can be reasonably sure
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that all major sources will begin referring to the team as the Pelicans. Actually could probably be requested as
uncontroversial. May just do that. Team name change announced a few months back has been made official.
Name has been a redirect for a few months, so admin assistance needed. Be patient , it will be moved in time.
The "oppose" was to a technical move request opened after this RM request. I did not see a need to have
competing requests, especially when there was some doubt at the time that it could be controversial. I do not
oppose this move as I am the proposer of this RM. Raider Duck talk I would have just moved it. Admins, if
you please? Different to the Metta World Peace issue. This is instead purely analogous to the Brooklyn Nets
situation just about 1 year ago. No need to belabor the move just to fulfill some process WP: This thread was
merged here from WP: Steel â€” Bagumba talk I acted conservatively instead of using my admin powers to
unilaterally override the sysop-only move protection. If any admin wants to declare WP: SNOW in that
discussion and move it now, I certainly would support it. However, it seemed to add to the bureaucracy to add
a new "uncontroversial" request, when a " potentially controversial" request already existed for the same
article. Due to this discussion currently happening, and due to there being at least one "Oppose" vote, I moved
the comments here. However, as the voting currently stands, I can see this being closed and moved per WP:
However, as a non-admin, I am unable to perform the move myself. Any admin who is not WP: SNOW
situation as well, feel free to do the honors. It is not an oppose to this RM. There should be no controversy
since the move proposal is no longer premature. Stealth Matrix talk UW Dawgs talk If you want to see for
yourself, check out http: Subsequent comments should be made in a new section on this talk page. Charlotte
Hornets logo caption The caption below the Charlotte Hornets logo reads, "The original Charlotte Hornets
logo used by franchise from to It will be used by the current Charlotte Bobcats renamed Hornets franchise
beginning in Do not edit the contents of this page. If you wish to start a new discussion or revive an old one,
please do so on the current talk page.
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So, are her automatons mad, or are they just experimenting with the humorous potential of baldfaced
falsehoods? Arthur Frayn The bots are programmed with an odd sense of humor. Taylor Not to mention the
way she balances it from one side. John Smith ZBass Sure, but in what way is it not real? I guess people pick
up on inconsistencies between styles of explanations? As part of the same paragraph, her doctor make specific
mention that she is not actually super strong. Semi-automatic, needing initiated deliberately. The entirety of
the body. A great energy or force in motion. Not an impossible question. Under that interpretation, she is
effectively super strong her bodily movements produce forces beyond their physical limitations , but not all
the time- her increased force output is something she consciously or preconsciously activates when she needs
it. If she controls her body with telekinesis, why can she only move by pushing off of stuff like the rest of us?
JustinR Because sustained flight in an atmosphere would require generating all of the appropriate forces
continuously. Same thing, but the force field is magnifying and manipulating the forces put out by her
muscles. I guess I should believe they are not robots. Matthew Dowd they are lying, which is funny. Pol
Subanajouy Man, I was really worried that Alison would fumble or a piece would fall off, knowing her luck.
Heh, guess I was worried about nothing. MisterTeatime The construction bots and the amusing receptionist
and the powered armor in Chapter 1 were weird but plausible, assuming not much difference between
SFP-verse technical capabilities and our own. These, thoughâ€¦ These FLY. Without visible means of
propulsion. AND they do it smoothly and autonomously, avoiding obstacles and tracking moving objects,
without any visible sensors. Just the flight capability the propulsion, the tracking, the autonomous navigation
would be worth a megafortune. For starters, you could do what Lana Lang did in Superman: Camelot Fallsgive them video cameras and transmitters, and sell them to news outlets. Hell, sell them to Hollywood. Give
them lifting attachments and sell them to anybody who needs more gear than they can carry. Imagine a
hospital where the crash cart comes on its own, as soon as a doctor calls for it. Give them cameras,
transceivers, and remote control arms, and sell them to anyone who might otherwise have to rent a cherry
picker and pay someone to operate it. No wonder Paladin is loaded. They run off of a custom jet engine that
feeds pressurized air from a series of small holes in the top of the egg down to the rim where the two halves
meet. Navigation could be handled by a central computer, using a set of fixed IR cameras to track the positions
of the drones and people in the room. The real question is how the hell she packed a functioning blowtorch in
an object that weighs at most several ounces. They are in every way a collection of annoying little fricks.
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For bi-directional full-duplex rates, double the data rates. InfiniBand connections can be aggregated into 4x 4
lanes and 12x 12 lanes , depending on the application and connector. See the Connector Types section below
for more details on the connector types. Newer IB speeds have been announced that are described in the
Roadmaps section below. Return to top of page History Products became available with the interface speeds
listed during these years. Newer interface speeds are often available in switches and adapters long before they
are available in storage devices and storage systems. All the interface speeds listed are single direction, or
half-duplex mode from point A to point B. Some of these interfaces can also operate in bi-directional or
full-duplex mode both directions simultaneously. For bi-directional rates, double the data rates. NVMe over
Fabrics 1. SCSI Express was first submitted as a proposal in and accepted as a formal project in , but was
de-emphasized during These devices do not have the traditional SATA interface connector but use a single
ball grid array BGA package that can be surface mounted directly on a system motherboard. This revision of
the SATA specification introduced support for shingled magnetic recording SMR for hard disk drives and
some technical enhancements relating to remote power cycling of SATA drives, staggered spin-up and more.
Return to top of page Roadmaps These roadmaps include the estimated calendar years that higher speeds may
become available and are based on our industry research, which are subject to change. Past history indicates
that several of these interfaces are on a three to five year development cycle for the next improvement in
speed. It is reasonable to expect that pace to continue. It should be noted that it typically takes several months
after the specification is complete before products are generally available in the marketplace. Widespread
adoption of those new products takes additional time, sometimes years. See the Connector Types section
below for additional roadmap information. Roadmap slides are courtesy of the respective industry
organizations. Now that single-lane 25GbE products are generally available, the development efforts are now
on higher single-lane speeds and several multi-lane specifications, including duo, quad and eight-lane
configurations. All of these new speeds and configurations have obvious implications for storage applications
for block protocols as well as file and object storage protocols. The Connector Types section below has
additional information on single-lane and multi-lane connection technology. Some of the early products are
10GbE products that have added 2. Some of the newer products are expected to support 1GbE, 2. This
specification uses some of the same standards as the single-lane 50Gb Ethernet specification, but single-lane
64GFC will have higher throughput than single-lane 50GbE. As usual, each FC revision is expected to be
backwards compatible with at least the two previous generations. This specification will use some of the same
standards as the single-lane Gb Ethernet specification, but single-lane GFC will have higher throughput than
single-lane GbE. This specification is expected to be completed in calendar year or Each FC revision is
expected to be backwards compatible with at least the two previous generations. According to various industry
analysts, Fibre Channel continues to be the most popular host interface for external storage systems. Some
newer storage vendors that did not originally include FC as a host interface have plans to add it. Disk drive
interface â€” FC has reached end-of-life as a disk drive interface, as the disk drive and SSD manufacturers
have largely moved to SAS and NVMe as the primary device interfaces for enterprise drives. Both
specifications are complete. Adapter, switch and storage system products that support FC-NVMe are expected
to appear in the market in This overcomes the disconnect behavior that NVMe-oF performs when certain
errors occur. Fibre Channel recovery methods will be used to prevent disconnects and handle these errors
gracefully. Typically these blade switches communicate either with Ethernet or Fibre Channel external
switches and fabrics. The long-term roadmap for FCoE is unclear. These routers are expected to support
various subnet topologies. The general expectation is that each of these will probably double the data rate of
the previous data rate. Early estimates are that this version may be completed in calendar year Estimates are
that this version may be completed in late or early Internal cables are expected to support 1 meter for speeds
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up to 24G SAS. SAS Device to Mid-plane interconnects are expected to support 1-port, 2-port and 4-port
connections up to 4 x 24G at half-duplex. These provide options for smaller connectors and different cabling.
SAS Advanced Features â€” SAS has a flexible structure, allowing enhancements to be added to the protocol
and higher layers that are separate from the speed increases. This flexibility will allow other new features to be
added to 24G SAS in the future. The pattern has been for new revisions to be published every year or two. See
the history section above for the various revisions to the SATA specification. With this new speed and
interface, a variety of applications, including consumer, IoT and enterprise, will be able to run directly on SD
Express media. A version of the specification to support MicroSD Express may be announced in
Development work is already underway to support PCIe gen 4, possibly in a specification to be announced in
NFS v2, v3, v4 v4. Thunderbolt 3 supports up to four lanes of PCI Express 3. USB Power Delivery â€” USB
is becoming a power delivery interface, with an increasing number of devices charging or receiving power via
USB ports in computers or wall sockets and power strips. This specification proposes to raise the limit from 7.
Devices negotiate with each other to determine voltage and current levels for the power transmission, and
power can flow in either direction. Devices can adjust their power charging rates while transmitting data.
Prototypes began to appear in late This USB cable has an entirely new design with a smaller connector size
that can be easily used with a variety of types of devices. With this new specification, the connector and cable
are reversible with respect to the plug orientation and the direction of the cable. Type-C USB cables will have
the same type of connector on each end of the cable, so it will not matter which end of the cable is plugged
into a computer, hub, charger or other device. The Type-C USB cables are electronically marked so that cable
information can be passed to the device. Initial cable lengths will be up to 1m in length and use passive copper
technology. Active copper and optical cables could be produced in the future.
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Post title must be a current, unbiased, and coherent question The title is the most important aspect to creating a
post. Current - The topic of the post you are creating must be a trending event that has happened recently. Try
to be as neutral as possible. Coherent - Write a complete question that is clear about what you are trying to
ask. Format - Include the format listed here 2. Post must include context and resources in the body of the text
Context is key when trying to find a proper answer. The more we know about what you are asking, the better
we can answer with more information. Context - Add some words to your post so there is more to work with
than a title. Words such as; what you saw, where you saw it, how often you saw it. Resources - You obviously
saw it somewhere; link to the thing that made you ask. Or include a screenshot. No ad nauseum, recently
reposted, or retired questions Often times what you are asking has already been answered. Be sure to search
the subreddit , Google , and KnowYourMeme before creating a new post. Ad nauseum - The topic in question
has been discussed extensively, and that those involved in the discussion have grown tired of it. Recently
reposted - A topic is popular and is posted multiple times within a short period of time. Duplicates of retired
questions may be removed. Top-level comments must be a genuine, unbiased, and coherent answer People are
here to find answers for their questions. If top-level comments are riddled with memes or non-answers then no
one wins. Unbiased - Answer without putting your own twist of bias towards the answer. Coherent - Write in
complete sentences that are clear about what you are trying to say. Be nice, follow etiquette This subreddit is
supposed to be a helpful place for confused redditors. Be nice - Be polite in your exchanges, vote based on
whether a comment contributes to the discussion and not on whether you agree with the opinion, etc. Follow
etiquette - When in doubt, refer to reddiquette.
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Rich Farmbrough , If it is substituted then that makes it hard to add more archives later on. Can someone
explain why it should be substituted? Also, I note with some irony that the archive box on this talk page is not
substituted. Does this sound reasonable? I note that I am not the first to make this suggestion here, see the
archive here. It seems as though this page should get an update. I just did exactly as it says, and a lot of them
got reverted. Soxred93 has a boring sig Archive box which does not require substitution" in his edit summary.
Are you supposed to subst or leave it as a template link? Would you consider it correct and helpful to add see:
Transclusion right after Ordinarily, a template will be expanded "on the fly"; that is, the template code calls a
separate page for the text every time someone edits a page it is used on. Now, years later I needed to do a
template substitution but forgot how to do it. I actually came to think that it was a characteristic of certain
templates "programmed" to be substituted. It took me long but I figured out how to use subst by finding the
original example I knew from the guide to create wikiproject, which was all changed. Yuo guys need to make
this help article more reachable. Maybe you could add a quick example? Interested editors please comment
there. Here it lists the template as under debate. Should the documentation of the template be changed, or the
page here updated? Do we want this template to be substed everywhere? However it is listed on this page as
such. Compare these two lines of wiki code. The first one is the substituted version, the other is the usual
transcluded version: Remember that most Wikipedia editors are not experienced web masters that understand
CSS code, since Wikipedia is the encyclopaedia that anyone can edit. Which one makes it easier for us to later
add fixes if we get a better way to do nowrap handling? I think the answer to those questions is that the
transcluded version is the better option. The servers handle updates to such templates without any problems
nowadays. And besides, that template is only very rarely edited. I searched the archives of this talk page for
"nowrap" and for "nobr" and the only other discussion I could find was Wikipedia talk: So I have now
removed it from the list here at Wikipedia: The template is a shortcut for See also the templates talk page.
Thanks - Pegship talk I can however exclude that redirecting template from it in future runs if desired. Every
day templates are deleted and new ones are created. It will be impossible to keep such a list up to date.
Therefore I removed the whole lot. Instead we should try to give some general guidelines about which
templates generally get substituted. I will try to work on it in the next few days. The BoR was not present in
the original, because the framers thought them too obvious, and already well-established in precedent and
common law. Yet we need them to cite. But the common ones or controversial ones that required a consensus
in the past should be listed here. If you want to have the common ones on here, then I also agree, but let it just
be the very common ones which every editor will come across, e. Specific ones like chemical abbreviations
and all the techinal ones which only administrators use e. By my memory, many were listed after some debate.
Those should remain listed, maybe with a cite to the debate? Much better than wholesale deletion!
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Chapter 8 : Why are SFP ports so expensive? : ITCareerQuestions
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snazbot 1 point 2 points 3 points 1 year ago Sfp modules are studpidly expensive. my friend did similar upgrading their
network. Laid out the money for the modules and when the users didn't notice much change (which they wouldn't
anyway) - the arguments began.

Chapter 9 : How to Add DMARC, DKIM, SFP to Avoid Email Spoofing
The construction bots and the amusing receptionist (and the powered armor in Chapter 1) were weird but plausible,
assuming not much difference between SFP-verse.
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